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Philosopher argues abortion immorality
Don Marquis presents four common illogical disputes, his dispute
"There were a couple of people on the board that
didn't agree with the topic. Some women didn' t like it,"
Rosiak said . "Some of the members didn't realize it was
Students and professors packed a Peck Hall class- a philosophical debate, not a scientific debate."
room Frid ay to hear an acclaimed philosopher present
Despite the reservations of some Finance Board
his argument that abortion is immoral.
members, all members approved the funding rePhilosophy honor society Phi Sigma
quest except Grace Figgers, who abstained
Tau welcomed Don Marquis as their
from voting. The Student Senate approved the
keynote speaker for their seventh annual
request without dissent.
Undergraduate Philosophy Conference.
Marquis fo und that reservations to disPhilosophy students from across the
cuss abortion are very common . His 1989
country and Canada participated.
paper, "Why Aborti on is Immoral," has been
Phi Sigma Tau President Garner
republished 91 times, in several languages,
Perigo said the turnout fo r the keyno te
yet M arquis is not often asked to speak on
address was the largest in the history of
abo rtion.
the conference. D espite the pop"It is one of the most interestularity, Perigo said there
ing topics to think really
were unusual obstacles
carefully and really
to staging the event.
hard
about,"
According
to
Marquis said.
Perigo, the Student
"UnfortuGovernment
Finat e l y,
nance
Board
people
showed more interonly talk
est in the details of
about it
P hi Sigma Tau'
w i t .h
program
than
people
usual.
who agree
"I
was
with them."
pressed a little
Marquis
harder than other
said the political
individuals solicdiscussions on aboriting funds at the
tion do not have much substance.
same time and
"People don't discuss it very caremore than we
fully. There are a lot of slogans. People
have been in past
don't give reasons for their opinions.
years,"
Perigo
It's a disaster on both sides," Marquis
said.
said. "That is true of many issues, like
Student Govhealth care and economic policy.
ernment Financial
These aren't discussed in an intelliOfficer Ryan Rosiak
gent way on either side."
confirmed that there
Sophomore child psychology
was some resistance
major Aisha Dudley, of Peoria, grew
to funding Marquis'
Photo by Andrew Rathnow / Alestle
up in a pro-choice environment and had
visit to campus.
not had much exposure to the other side
Photo illustration by Michelle Beard / Alestle
ROGER STARKEY

Alestle Opinion Editor

Archaeologists explore
Fort Russell mystery
MATT FRITSCHE
Alestle Reporter

Even though 200 years have
passed, the mystery of the exact location of Fort Russell remains.
Thanks to renewed enthusiasm for
this enigma, the search for Fort
Russell is progressing.
·
Embedded in Edwardsville
history, Fort Russell was one of
the most valuable establishments
in Illinois. The fort was built
shortly after tl1e \Var of 1812 to
protect Edwardsville citizens from
Native American attacks. It did its
job, as the area experienced no encounters during the war.
Oklahoma State architecture
professor David Hanser, one of
the key figures in researching and
documenting Fort Russell, said
the fort was vital to the area.
"It was the largest and best
equipped fort in all of Illinois,"
Hanser said. "People forget that
there was not too much north of
Edwardsville during this time period, so this fort was crucial."
Retired architect Ken Hanser,
David's brother, is also involved in
this attempt to find the fort's location.
''I was looking into my fan1ily

history and got interested in the
history of Edwardsville," Ken said.
"Fqrt Russell has been a mystery
for 200 years, and it would be
great to know the exact location of
it."
The Hanser brothers believe
the location of the fort lies on
Springfield drive, which is about
one mile noriliwest of Edwardsville off Illinois State Route
159.
SIUE anthropology professor
and archeologist Greg Vogel recently came across evidence that
supports tl1is tl1eory. An aerial
photograph of the Edwardsville
area from 1941 shows the outline
of the site formerly known as Fort
Russell. Vogel now plans to test
the ground there.
"There are historical documents and that one aerial photograph that point to one particular
location," Vogel said. "We have
new remote sensing technologies
that allow·us, in some ways, to see
beneath the ground surface. Those
might be able to show if the fort
. was in that exact location."
T his equipment, which involves next generation electrical
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If you and I are applying
for medical school and
there are only two
openings left, it would
clearly be better for me if
you were not here. But we
don't think that is a valid
reason to have you
bumped off...
Don Marquis
University of Kansas philosophy p rofessor
of the argument. She came to the presentation to get a
different perspective.
"Personally, I have been very conflicted about abortion," Dudley said . "I wanted to hear someone else's
view."
Marquis said his view is uncommon.
"I haven't met many people who are atheists, don't
believe that all human life holds value and believe that
abortion is immoral," Marquis said.
Marquis clarified his views on the existence of a divine entity.
"I told someone earlier today that I am an atheist.
I'm not quite an atheist," Marquis said. "God may exist,
for all I know, but we don't know much about her properties if she does exist."
The presentation began with what Marquis considers four invalid arguments commonly used to oppose
abortion . Perhaps the most well-known of the rejected
arguments is the innocent human life perspective, which
ABORTION
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Students test skills at turkey powl

Freshman mass communications major Shawn Roddy, of St. Louis, enjoys CAB's Thanksgiving games
on Wednesday in the Morris University Center.
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SIUE police lieutenant ·c harged with domestic battery, pot possession
CAROLYN P. SM ITH
Belleville News-Democrat (MCT)

. A veteran campus police lieutenant with SIUE is on
administrative leave after being charged with domestic
battery and marijuana possession.
A spokesman for SIUE, Doug Mcllhagga, said
SIUE administrators were aware that campus police Lt.
Charles "Chuck" Thompson, 48, had been arrested
Thursday at his home near Highland and charged. Mcllhagga said SIUE placed Thompson on administrative
leave the same day. He has been with the department 23
years.
FORT RUSSELL I pg. 1

res1st1v1ty meters, can help immensely, according to Vogel.
"We can map out what the
electrical resistance properties of
the soil are over a large area,"
Vogel said. "If the construction of
th~ fort altered the resistance properties of the soil, we should be able
to see its outline."
With suburban growth in the
area, it is uncertain if the technology will work. New trees, houses,
roadways and utility lines could
make it difficult to draw a conclusion.
"Things that have happened
in intervening years might have
destroyed any trace of the fort,"
Vogel said. "Even if the fort had
been there, we might not be able
to demonstrate conclusively that it
was."
Still, the technology being
used is a majo r step forward for
the future of archaeology and students are going to be some of the
main beneficiaries. Next semester,
Vogel will be teaching a class
about these technologies and will
be going out to test the grounds
with students.
"It's great that we have these
technologies here because they are
brand new," Vogel said. ''There are
not many other universities that

Madison County Sheriffs Department Capt. Mike
Dixon said Thompson called police to his home at 5:56
p.m. Thursday because he was concerned that his wife
was unresponsive. Highland Police were initially called
and turned the case over to the deputies.
Investigators determined that Thompson and his
wife had gotten into an argument and he pushed her
while she was sitting on the bed, Dixon said.
"He was arrested for pushing his wife. He requested
that the detective get his jacket, which he did. Inside of
the jacket police found less than 2.5 grams of marijuana
and a pipe," Dixon said.

Thomas was then charged with possession of drugs
and drug paraphernalia. He was released after posting
bond, Dixon said.
.
Mcllhagga said SIUE's Human Resources Department was dealing with the situation and that Thompson
will remain on leave until the matter is resolved. Mcllhagga declined further comment. Thompson could not
be reached.
News can be reached at news@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Follow@TheA/estle.

have these technologies, so for undergraduates to be able to learn
these technologies by using them
is great."
With it being the 200-year anniversary though, there is no
doubt that much more awareness
has been brought out by the community of Edwardsville.
Ken said the attendance at a
Nov. 4 meeting at the Madison
County Archival Library concerning Fort Russell indicated increased community interest.
"It was one· of the largest
turnouts at the Archival Library in
a long time," Ken said.
Ken was a speaker at the
event, which was free to the public. The meeting stressed the historical
importance
of
rediscovering Fort Russell.
Assistant archivist Carol Frisse
explained that they have done a lot
of work preserving the history of
the community and Fort Russell.
"We archive a lot of information on Fort Russell," Frisse said.
"Anything that goes on in Madison County has a good chance of
ending up here. We are basically
saving the past for the future."

Matt Fritsche can be reached at
mfritsche@alestlelive.com or 6503527.

Madison County Archival Library member explains the technology and methods used to rediscover Fort Russell
to the many community members in attendance.
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is held by the Catholic Church.
Because he does not believe all innocent human life should be spared regardless of the circumstance, Marquis rejects
the innocent human life argument. Marquis believes, for example, that euthanasia
for those who are in severe and irrevocable pain is acceptable.
The future of value perspective, held
by Marquis, states that what makes it
wrong to kill all of us who have the right
to life is that killing us deprives us of our
futures of value.
"I'm giving an account of how
killing harms a human being, and I'm
saying that it also applies to the fetus, "
Marquis said. "There are people who hold
views like mine but don't apply it to fetuses. I always thought that was kind of
an arbitrary view."
To shorten someone's life is to deprive the person of pleasures they would
have otherwise had. According to Mar-

quis, this is the reason people consider
shortening someone's life to be a misfortune.
"Fetuses have futures of value. T he
fe tus I once was had· a future very much
like mine," Marquis said. "Of course,
there are exceptions to the wrongness of
killing adults. Exceptions are carved out
with a lot of care. When you take the
fetus serious, morally, things get complicated."
Visiting philosophy professor Elizabeth Victor attended the presentation because she was familiar with Marquis'
work, but had some things she wanted
him to clarify. Victor said it is possible to
be pro-choice and have a nuanced position.
"In a society where there aren't
proper support structures, we should seriously talk about what kinds of special
obligations come with pregnancy and
when they come on the scene," Victor
said.
Marquis argued that a pregnant
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woman is a parent and, therefore, h1s a
special responsibility that goes above her
obligation to anyone else.
"If you o bject to that, think of your
attitude toward deadbeat dads," Marquis
said . "We actually do think that people
who are biological parents, whether they
wanted to be parents or not, have obligations to the children of whom they are
parents."
An audience member asked Marquis
to address the possibility that a pregnancy
could diminish the mother's future of
value or that the mother's future of value
is more important than that of the fetus.
Marquis said the presence of a fetus
might prove inconvenient to the mother,
just as the presence of others in our lives
can be inconvenient.
"If you and I are applying for medical
school and there are only two openings
left, it would clearly be better for me if
you were not here," Marquis said. " But
we don't think that is a valid reason to
have you bumped off."

According to Marquis, questions
about pregnancy resulting from rape are
a way for people who are pro-abortion
rights to establish that, in certain cases
abortion might not be wrong. Therefore,
in general, abortions are permissible.
"That is not the way to think about
it. I don't think the fact that there are
hard cases shows that I'm wrong," Marquis said. "Just as the fact that there are
hard cases regarding killing adults doesn't
show that it's all right to kill adults ."
Marquis said his position on abortion
is not popular, even amongst others who
oppose abortion.
"There is a very substantial literature
of people trying to point out why I'm
wrong," Marquis said. "I am thankful for
it because it causes me to think through
my position and ensure it holds up to the
argument."
Roger Starkey con be reached at
rstorkey@olestlelive .com or 650-3527.

University of Kansas philosophy professor Don Marquis presents the keynote address for the seventh annual Undergraduate Phllosophy Conference titled 'Five Perspectives on Abortion
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11-9-12

a citation for operation of an uninsured motor vehicle in Lot 11.

An officer responded to check on
four females walking down the
road in Lot 4C. An officer provided
transportation back to their residence hall.

An officer issued Naomi C. Denton
a citation for speeding 42 mph in a
25 mph zone on South University
Drive at P2 Road.

An officer took a report of a company calling multiple times daily
looking for the wrong person in
Founders Hall. The subject said the
company has been advised of their
mistake but is still calling.

An officer issued Briana Whiteside
a citation for speeding 44 mph in a
25 mph zone on South University
Drive at P2 Road.

An officer issued Hannah M.
Roland a citation for speeding 64
mph in a 45 mph zone on South
University Drive at Stadium Drive.

An officer arrested Shariyah Hall
for no valid drivers license following a two-vehicle accident in Lot E
Hall was taken to the police department, processed and released after
posting $150 bond.

11-10-12
An officer issued Raymon K. Benton a citation for speeding 64 mph
in a 45 mph zone on South University Drive at South Circle Drive.

An officer arrested Christopher T.
Brand for unlawful transportation
of alcohol. He was taken to the police station, where he was processed
and released with citations for improper lane usage and unlawful
transportation of alcohol, and was
transported to Woodland Hall.
11-11-12
An officer issued Timothy Harden

Thursday, November 15, 2012

11-12-12

An officer took a report of a wallet
and debit card stolen from a student in Prairie Hall.
An officer issued Jessica Lewis-Walton a citation for speeding 45 mph
in a 25 mph zone on University
Tirive at P2 Road.
11-13-12
An officer took photos of graffiti
on the doors of 529 Cougar Village.
An officer responded to Dunham
Hall regarding the smell of smoke.

The officer advised the smell was
from a faulty light fixture. An electrician disconnected the lights and
the room was safe.
An officer took a report of a hangtag stolen from a vehicle in Lot 6.
An officer took a report of a cell
phone that was lost of stolen in
Alumni Hall.
An officer issued Jared M. Crouch
a citation for operation of an uninsured motor vehicle on South Circle Drive at Residence Drive.
An officer responded to North
University Drive near East University Drive for an accident involving
a deer. The officer was unable to locate the deer.
An officer issued Arshad M. Shareef a citation for failure to yield to
an emergency vehicle on North
University Drive at East University
Drive.
An officer met with the resident assistants ofBluffHall for a report of
guests acting suspiciously. The officer arrested Tony M . Thomas and
Austin C. Robinson on two active
warrants for failure to appear for retail theft. They were taken to the
police department, where they were
processed and transported to Madison County Jail.
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Speech Communication Guest Speaker
Alicia Alexander: 'Dirty Jokes, Inside Jokes, and
Sarcasm'
Alumni Hall Room 3403
l :30 - 2:30 p.m.
Dress for Success Fashion Show
MUC Meridian Ballroom
5 - 6 p .m .

11/29
Madrigal Dinner/ Choir Event
Crystal Ballroom of GC Cuisine
7 - 9 p.m.
One Mic Poetry
MUC Goshen Lounge
7 - 9 p .m .
Arts & Issues: Neil Berg ' s l 00 Years of Broadway
MUC Meridian Ballroom
7:30 - 9:30 p .m.
11/30
World AIDS Day Event
MUC Display Table 6, Lower Level
11 a .m. - l p .m.
Mathematics & Statistics Guest Speaker
Ed Sewell : Cyclic Best First Search for the Sliding
Tile Puzzle
Science Lab Building 1334 (Math Conference
Room)
Friday Free Flick : 'Hit and Run'
Science Lab Building 1105 (Auditorium)
6 - 8:30 p.m.
'Side by Side' by Sondheim
Dunham Hall Theater
7:30 - l O p.m .
12 /1
Bring Your Own Dance
Metcalf Student Experimental Theater
2:30 - 5 p.m.
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./ Offers .MD degrees through a 4 year program

./ Long standing rotation programs in the US
Same Curriculum as US medical school
-1

High acceptance rate into residency programs at
major US hospitals

l•I

./ Affordable tuition fees

States that Spartan Graduates have been

licensed to practice in the USA

a Iton

Ph: (718) 456 6446 (NY)

FOR MORE INFOR.l\'lA TION

Visit us at www .spartanmed.org ,

Ph: (575) 589 1372 (NM)
Ph: (718) 841 7660 (St.Lucia)
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Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Opinion Editor Roger Starkey at
650-3524 or opinion@alestlelive.com.
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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and
publishers of the Alestle
believe in the free exchange
of ideas, concerns and
opinions and will publish as
many letters as possible.
Letters may be submitted at
the Alestle office located in
the Morris University Center,
Room 2022 or via e-mail at
opinion@alestlelive.com .
All hard copy letters should be
typed and double-spaced.
Letters should be no longer
than 500 words. lnclucfe
phone number, signature,
class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit
letters for grammar and
content. Care will be taken to
ensure that the letter's
message is not lost or altered .
Letters to the editor will not be
printed anonymously except
under extreme circumstances.
We reserve the right
to reject letters.

About the Alest le:
One copy of the Alestle is free.
Additional copies
cost :;;1 each.
The Alestle is a member of the
Illinois College Press
Association, the Associated
Collegiate Press, Student Press
Law Center, College
Newspaper, Business &
Advertising Managers.
The name Alestle is an
acronym derived from the
names of the three campus
locations of Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville: Alton,
East St. Louis and
Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on
Thursdays in print and on
Tuesdays online during the fall
and spring semesters. A print
edition is available
Wednesdays during summer
semesters.
For more information, call 61 B650-3528.

Have a comment?
Let us know!

Congress limits
presidential powers
During the aftermath of the presidential
election season, it is easy to forget that
Congress matters just as much as, if not more
than, the president does.
While the president's powers have
expanded since the days of George
Washington, he is still limited in action by the
Constitution
and,
more
importantly, by Congress.
Many
presidential
powers are still subject to
congressional approval. The

Andrew Rathnow
Photographer
president can make treaties with other
countries. However, tl1e treaties must be
approved by two-thirds of the Senate.
Recently, President Barack Obama
brought two treaties to the Senate: the
International Arms Trade Treaty and me Law
of the Sea Treat)( There is enough opposition
in the Senate to botl1 treaties mat neimer is
likely to be approved.
The president also has me ability to make
appointments of judges, ambassadors, and
otl1cr officers of the United States. These
appointments are also subject to approval of
mt,: Senate, but only by a simple majority.
In 1987, me Senate denied President
Reagan's Supreme Court appointment of
Robert Bork. Bork was denied me associate
justice seat in part because he was considered
to have a view that me president's office should
have more power than me oilier branches.
As commander-in-chief, the president can
send troops anywhere in the world. According
to me War Powers Act, if he or she is sending
mem for a hostile reason, Congress must be
notified witl1in 48 hours. If me troops will be

mere for more man 60 days, Congress must
approve the action.
Congress overturned the president's veto
of the War Powers Act, and many presidents,
including Clinton and Obama, have not fully
complied wim me act. President Bush faced a
long road to gain support for me war in Iraq
but ultimately got the necessary approval.
There is a precedent mat allows me
president to make executive orders, but mose
orders must eimer clarify or further a law
passed by Congress.
Public opinion and congressional
legislation arc influenced greatly by me
president. The State of me Union address is
me main forum for me president to introduce
issues for Congress to deal wim. Congress is
not required to do anyming beyond addressing
the issues, which means they don't have to pass
a law.
Wim me 112m and 113m Congresses
having a Republican majority in me H ouse
and a Democratic majority in the Senate, it is
important to -understand me impacts of
Congress and me president.
There is a lot of contention among me
Congress surrounding government spending.
Wim the looming fiscal cliff, the Democrats in
me Senate and President Obama have born
stated they will not approve measures mat cut
funding for social services, an area mat me
Republicans argue is me easiest place to
successfully cut overspending.
The current and newly elected Congress
must be able to work togemer to pass laws mat
help drive our country in me right direction.
If me members of Congress aren't
working togcmcr, it is our job as voters to
replace iliem in me next election.
Andrew Rathnow can be reached at
arathnow@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.

Do you prefer Mi Cocina or
Taco Bell?
Taco Bell was comfortable.
I always know what I want.
And I like fake Mexican
better.
Kate Meyer
Junior biology major

Mi Cocina is cheap . Ain ' t
nobody got time for Pizza
Hut prices. Cheap is good .

Pierson Boose
Junior electrical engineering major

Taco Bell; I had Mi Cocina
once but don't like it. Price
doesn't matter, but I know
Taco Bell, so getting used to
a new menu is hard.
Bria McKinzie
Sophomore nursi ng major

Neither are healthy options,
so I choose neither.

Nic k landers
Junior biology major

Actions of SIUE students impress local residents
Last week, a group of SIUE
students knocked on our door at
home and asked my wife if they
could rake our front yard. She
agreed and asked mem how much
mey charge. They said mey don't
charge anything and mat iliey
were doing it as a service project
for ilieir fraternity, Sigma Tau

Gamma.
As stunned as we were, we
would like you to know mat iliese
young men presented iliemselves
very courteously and respectfully
and did a fine job. My wife was
stunned mat iliey got right to
ilieir task, completed it quickly
and men ilianked her for letting

iliem rake me yard.
In a time when it's often me
bad apples mat get me focus and
attention, we wanted to direct
focus on iliese excellent students
and ilieir meritorious service.
They are an excellent example of
goodwill ambassadors to me
community.

Send us an e-mail:

op inion@alestlelive.com
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, Ill. 62026: 1167

Do you prefer Mi Cocina or Taco Bell?
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com!

So, this is our way of saying
iliank you back to iliem for a job
well done. Keep up me good work
guys and you will go far. You can
be proud of how you represented
SIUE and your fraternity.
Rich and Missy Walker
Edwardsville
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Questions or comments regarding this section? Contact Lifestyles Editor Ashley Seering
at 650-3531 or aseering@alestlelive.com.

Theater, dance students combine talents for Student Dance Concert
BRETT MURRAY
Alestle Reporter

Hoping to bring attention
to the arts at SIUE, the 2012
Student Dance Concert combines the efforts of both sides of
the Theater and Dance Department to showcase four seniors'
masterpieces.
Senior dance major Melissa
Riley, of Glen Carbon, said she
appreciates the collaboration
going into this particular show.
"It's a student show. It allows students to be involved in
everything," Riley said.
Riley is one of four senior
dance majors who have choreographed pieces for the concert.
Each piece has a separate story
to be told through different
types of dance: yoga hip-hop,
ballet, contemporary and many
others. Riley created something
for entertainment as well as to
tell life lessons.
"[My piece] is about going
from a dark place into the
light," Riley said.
While not everyone can relate directly to this concept, she
hopes the dancers in her piece
help convey that emotion
through their own experience.
"I tell them to think about
how they can apply the meaning
of the dance to themselves [ and]
then display those emotions
with their bodies instead of
words," Riley said.
Senior dance major Nick
Blaylock, of St. Louis, choreographed two pieces for the
showcase, one of which deals
with serious ·subject matter.
"The father-and-son duet
shows the importance of a parent and child relationship when
growing up," Blaylock said.
Blaylock's other piece is
lighthearted, enhancing the
emotion of other pieces onstage.
This included the piece by
senior dance major Erin White,
of Alton. She created her dance
with a whimsical mood, while
maintaining her personal passion for dance.
"The inspirations for my
pieces came from Marcel
Marceau," White said.
Marceau was a famous
French actor and mime who
White learned about in her
dance class. Marceau's creativity
with mime movement inspired
White to create a mime-themed
group and solo dance.
The final choreographer,

semor dance major Shawnee
Haycock, of Syracuse, Utah,
created a performance combining yoga and hip-hop.
"I wanted an infusion of
two things that normally don't
go together," Haycock said.
Senior technical theater
major Elizabeth Whitaker, of
Edwardsville, said the event
brought students working on
the collaboration together.
·
"I enjoy working on the
Student Dance Concert because
you get to experiment with
lighting," Whitaker said. "You
have to light their whole body
and not just a face."
This is just one facet of the
technicalities in theater, according to Whitaker.
"Students often think that
theater doesn't do much [ at
SIUE], but we also do a lot of
stuff they don't even know is
us," Whitaker said.
The University Dance Organization does not put this
event together alone. It requires
a lot of teamwork·.
Little to no faculty are involved in the process, so students from both sides of the
Theater and Dance Department
have to put in a lot of work.
Senior dance major Brea
Slover, of Fairfield, said $-h,e has
ideals for this particul;\t c 1;1cert.
"We hope the-audje.n~e sees :
the time an~ effot:t put into the '
concert," Slover said: ·
Slover, one of the dancers,
has been preparing all semester
and enjoyed it every step of the
way.
"I'm hoping people understand the process and that theater is involved too. We work
together on this," Whitaker
said.
The Student Dance Concert
will begin at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 29
- Dec. 1 and 2 p.m. Dec. 2 at
the Metcalf Theater. Tickets are
available at the box office in
Dunham Hall. Admission is $5
for students and $8 for adults.
For more information on
other upcoming Theater and
Dance Department events, visit
siue.edu/artsandsciences/theater.

Student performers rehearse a piece for the upcoming Student Dance Concert, which begins its run in the Metcalf
Brett Murray can be reached at
bmurray@alestlelive.com or 650-3531

Theater on Nov. 29. Tickets are available at the Dunham Hall box office. Admission is $5 for students and $8 for
adults.
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Tapping into the community
Beer Festival combines charity, culture, cuisine
JOSH BOVINHTE
A/estle Reporter

The St. Louis metro area is
home to a growing specialty
brew culture, and Global Brew
Tap House is bringing the culture to downtown Edwardsville.
The Edwardsville Fall Beer
Festival took place for the first
time on Saturday in Ed
Wardsville City Park. The event
offered folks the chance to taste
special release beers and offered
samples of local cuisine. All proceeds supported the Edwardsville-Glen Carbon Chapter
of Habitat for Humanity.
Boulevard, 4 Hands, Urban
Chestnut, Schlafly and Goose Island breweries were all on hand
to offer tastings.
Global Brew co-owner
Laura High helped bring the
breweries out for the festival.
"We had to work on it for a
little while, but our distributor
really helped us out and got
some of the best breweries
around to show up for the
event," High said.
Kansas Street Band and Ivas
John Band performed for visitors throughout the day.
Edwardsville resident Eric
Miller found the flavors of craft
beer to be something new to his
palate.
"There are some complex
flavors in these beers," Miller
said. "I've tasted IPAs and some
holiday ales. [There are] some
really unique flavor profiles out
here."
Local eateries Wang Gang,
Cleveland-Heath, The Cup, Papa
Murphy's and Herzog's were on
site to offer beer tasters some of
their own signature dishes ..
David Daniels of the East Side Brewers, o local homebrewing club, prepares o botch of beer at the Edwardsville
The holiday season is an imFoll Beer Festival.
I Photo by Rebehka Blake / Alestle portant time of year for specialty
0

breweries as harvest and Christmas-themed beers are released to
the public.
Senior mass communications major Kramer Staples, of
Edwardsville, attended the event
and said he was looking forward
to the chance to get a sneak peek
at what local craft orewcrs will
be rolling out this holiday season.
"I wanted to taste some of
the seasonal brews," Staples said.
"Those are the beers that you really don't get a chance to try
often. So, I've got some favorites
picked out to share with my
family over Thanksgiving."
High said the goal was to
put on a fun event for the community and also help a local
charity.
"We had been looking for
the right charity partner for this
event," High said. "When Habitat for Humanity came on
board, we couldn't have been
more excited. They're a great
partner and 5-10 percent of all
proceeds will go to them."
High estimated more than
1,000 people attended the event.
"You can only hope for this
kind of turnout," High said.
"But when it really happens, it is
really a surprise and pleases me
to know that we got it right and
helped out Habit for Humanity,
too. We hope to do this again
next year, but we'll have to assess
things after this event"
For more information about
upcoming events at Global
Brew, visit globalbrewtaps.com.

Josh Bovinette can be reached at
dbovinette@alestlelive.com or 6503531.

Beer lovers unite to benefit charity and community culture at the Edwardsville Beer Festival presented by Global Brew Top House on Saturday. Wong Gong, Cleveland-Heath and others
provided local cuisine, and 5-10 percent of the proceeds will benefit Habitat for Humanity.

I
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Members of the SIUE men's soccer team react after the NCAA Selection Show Monday afternoon. Head Coach Kevin Kalish said the players deserved better: 'There's nothing you can say In those
moments that's going to make It ~ng any less. We're a family, and we love them.'
I Photo by Andrew Rathnow / Alestle

Men's soccer season over after losing MVC
championship, missing out on at-large bid
JOHN LAYTON
Alestle Sports Editor

The · SIUE men's soccer
team, on the verge of the end of
its season, had to wait one last
time to see how things would
play out.
The team gathered Monday
evening in the Vadalabene Centerto watch the NCAA Selection
Show, hoping to earn an at-large
bid to the _2 012 Division I Men's
Soccer Championship.
A week before, the players
and coaches had to wait to se.e
what seed they would receive in
the
Missouri
Valley
Championship, and then to find
out who their first opponent
would be in the tournament.
Senior forward Kevin Stoll
said the team was nervous but
optimistic while the brackets were
.being unveiled.
"We thought we had a good
chance of getting in," Stoll said.
"Anytimfl it's in someone else's
hands, that's not really the way
you want it to be."
The D-I Men's Soccer
Committee held SIUE's fate in its
hands and, at the end of the day;
decided the Cougars were not
good enough to be ·in the
tournament.
Senior forward Peter Kelly

said the Cougars were pretty
certain they were going to get in.
"It's still hard to believe that
we didn't get in with our record
and with how high our RPI was,"
Kelly said. "It just seemed like

"There's
nothing you
can say in those
moments
that's
going to make it sting
any less," Kalish said.

' ' We know we're one of the best
teams in the country. They give
us that opportunity [to play in
the NCAA Tournament]. They
took it away from us ...
Kevin Stoll
Senior forward

team after team on the bubble
was getting in and making less
spots for us."
SIUE finished with a record
of 13-7 and had more wins than
28 teams that made the
tournament.
Ratings Percentage Index is
used to rank teams based on their
record and strength of schedule.
The Cougars had an RPI of 32 at
the end of the season, which
placed them 35th in the nation.
- Head Coach Kevin Kalish
said he feels horrible for the .
players and that they deserve
better.

"We're a family, and we love
them."
Stoll said creating the
tournament is a process, and
despite the Cougars' not being
picked, the NCAA does a
good job of selecting the
teams.
'We know we're one
of the best teams in the
country;" Stoll said. "They
didn't give us that opportunity.
They took it away from us."
Kalish said he feels the worst
for the seniors.
MSOC

I pg.
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Men's soccer final standings
No. 8 C reighto n
15-3-2 (5-0-1)
SIUE

13-7

Bradle y
Evansville
Dra ke
Central Arkansas
Misso uri State

l 0-6-4 (3-2- 1)
9-8-1 (3-2-1)
6-1 1-4 (2-2-2)
8-9-1 (l ~4- 1)
5-8-4 (0-6)

(4-2)

Nov. 7 results

MVC Tournament first round
Drake 2, Evansville l

Central Arkansas l, Bradley 0
Nov. 9 results

MVC Tournament semifinals

Creighton 3, Drake 2 (20T)
SIUE 2, Central Arkansas 0
Nov. 11 results

MVC chamlonship game
Creighton 2, SIUE 1

Men's basketball
The wrestling team held an lntrasquad match on Nov. l to begin its season. This will be the first season the Cougars can compete at the Dlvison I level, which
sophomore John Petrov said motivates the team: 'We actually have a season goal to achieve this year.'

I Photo by Andrew Rathnow / Alestle

D-I brings new meaning to ' 12-1 3
GABRIEL SIMPSON
Alestle Reporter

The SIUE wrestling team is
looking to bounce back from its 516 season last year, when the
players could not stay healthy
enough to produce a full lineup.
For the majority oflast season,
the Cougars competed without
wrestlers in the 125- or 285-pound
weight class due to injuries. This
put them at a 12-0 deficit before
the team even took the mat.
Head Coach David Ray said
injuries are just a part of
competition.
"Things like that just happen
in our sport," Ray said. "Guys
didn't get hurt in practice. They got
hurt in meets. We just saw a lot of
injuries that you never really
encounter last season. We just can't
put our bodies in situations that can
cause harm."
Senior captain Kyle Lowman,
of the 157-pound weight class,
believes the players need to be able
to adjust their bodies to the grind
of the season.
'We just have to make sure we
get used to being on the mat,"
MSOC

I from pg.
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"We had a goal of winning
the
Missouri
Valley
Championship and getting to the
NCAA, and I feel like they were
on the cusp of doing both,"
Kalish said. ''They fell just short."
Kelly said it is hard to believe
that such a talented team will not
be rewarded for its season.
"I
guess
we
were
disappointed that we didn't put
o urselves in a positio n to w here
they had to select us," Kelly said .
"That's the way it goes
sometimes, I guess ."
Kalish said it is difficult not
to make it when they were
expecting to hear the team
announced.
"Especially when you see
teams with lower RPis get in
ahead of you," Kalish said .
"You're never in a good position
until your name's called."
Kalish said he feels that the
Cougars are one of the best teams
in the country.
"We challenged ourselves
with a very difficult schedule,"
Kalish said. "I still feel if they
were to let us in the tournament,
we would have m ade a good
run."
Kalish said getting a good

Lowman said. "You've got to know
that this is a long season, and it is
going to be rough. Once our
bodies get used to the physical
nature of the sport, we will be fine.

attention to the new opportunities
the new season brings. The team
will be fully eligible to compete at
the Division I level this season. Ray
believes that has energized his team.

' ' We are only focused on getting better
every day. You just have to move on and
compete to the best of your abilities ...
John Petrov
Sophomore wrestler

Keeping a full lineup is key."
Sophomore John Petrov
wrestles at the 125-pound weight
class. Petrov said the team cannot
be fixated on preventing injuries.
"The past is the past," Petrov
said. 'We're done with last season.
It is not in our minds. We are only
focused on getting better every day.
You just have to move on and
compete to the best of your
abilities."
As the Cougars put last season
behind them, they now turn their

''The fact that we can compete
in a postseason makes it ever so
meaningful throughout the year,"
Ray said. "Everything means
something to our team this season.
Every meet, every dual has purpose
this year."
Petrov said having a chance to
compete in com:erence gives the
season new mearung.
''It allows us to have a whole
different attitude," Petrov said. 'We
actually have a season goal to
achieve this year. That makes us all

schedule can be difficult for a
team such as the Cougars.
"Obviously, if you're not in a
superconference, so they say,
you're always going to have a
little bit of the scale titled against
you," Kalish said. "As we saw this
year, you get the majority of
[games] on the road."

said. "It doesn't diminish the
performance."
Kalish said the Missouri
Valley Conference championship
game against Creighton, who is
now ranked No. 8 in the nation,
is a good example.
"I felt like we were the better
team in the match," Kalish said,

' ' We thought we had a good chance of
getting in. Anytime it's in someone else's
hands, that's not really the way you want
it to be ...
Kevin Stoll
Senior forward

Kalish said the team is then
tasked with trying to find a way
to get a signature win on the
road.
"Analytically, maybe this year
that was o ur biggest Ach illes'
heel," Kalish said. "We didn' t
have that signamre win."
According to Kalish , college
soccer is result-driven.
"I feel like, in some games,
maybe you don't get the result for
o ne reason or another," Kalish

"but that's soccer. You have to
fi nd ways to get results. We just
came up a result or two sho rt this
season to maybe po tentially be
included in the tournament."
Regardless of whether o r no t
they m ade the tournament, Stoll
said the team had a great year.
"We came together. We
became one. We were a big
family," Stoll said. "The biggest
thing that I took away from [the
season] is that there wasn't really

hungrier."
Lowman thinks this can be a
special year for the Cougars.
'We have brought in some
really good recruits this season,"
Lowman said. ''This is the
strongest team that I have been
aronnd since I've been here. I like
the new guys' dedication to our
program. I like how the team is
looking. We have the chance to do
a lot of things."
On Nov. 24, the Cougars will
travel to Iowa City to take on the
University oflowa Hawkeyes. The
Hawkeyes are ranked third
nationally. Ray is interested to see
how his team competes against
such a top opponent.
'We want to see who goes out
there and wrestles to win," Ray
said. "That is what we have to see
in their minds and attitudes when
they step on the mat. If we don't
step up, we will get beat up. Those
who do will have a rub-off [effect]
on the rest of team."
Gabriel Simpson can be reached
at gsimpson@alestlelive.com or
650-3524.
Follow Gabriel @LegendaryGSimp.

one game where we didn't leave
it all out on the field."
Kelly said this year's team
was probably one of the best he
has ever played on.
"I just know I had so much
fun playing this year," Kelly said.
"It just sucks not being able to
play with these guys anymore."
From
a
big
picture
standpoint, Kalish said the season
was a success.
"The soccer that we played,
going 13- 7 with the schedule that
we sch eduled, it's a good year,"
Kalish said.
The team and coaches are all
competito rs, according to Kalish,
and no t getting to com pete for
the natio nal title stings.
"It's just a bitter way to end
the season, especially after the
MVC title and the way that
ended," Kalish said.
Stoll said while the ball did
not fall the Cougars' way, there
are other opporm nities in life.
"Sometimes, life isn't fair,
but it's just a gam e," Stoll said .
"At the end of the day, we did
everything we could. It's just
unfortunate."
John Layton can be reac hed at
jla yton@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follo w John @johnmlayton.

East

2-0
1-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
0-2

(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)

Murray State
Austin Peay
SE Missouri

1-0
1-1
1-1

(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)

SIUE

0-1

(0-0)

E. Illinois
UT Martin

0-2
0-2

(0-0)
(0-0)

Belmont
E. Kentucky
Jax State*
Tenn . Tech
Morehead St.
Tenn. State
West

Schedule for Nov. 15

Alice Lloyd at Morehead State
Alabama A&M at Jax State
McNeese State at SE Missouri
Auburn at Murray State
Tennessee State at Minnesota
Coastal Carolina at Tenn. Tech

Women's basketball
East

E. Kentucky
Belmont
Tenn. State
Tenn . Tech
Jax State
Morehead St.

1-0
1-1
1-1
1-l
0-1
0-1

(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)

West
SIUE

1-0

(0-0)

SE Missouri
UT Martin
Austin Peay
E. Illinois
Murray State

1-1
1-1
0-1
0-2
0-2

(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)

Schedule for Nov. 15

Murray State at James Madison
Sll!E at UIC

Louisville at Austin Peay
Schedule for Nov. 16

UT Martin at Hawaii
Schedule for Nov. 17

Murray State at Longwood
UNC Asheville at Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State at Mercer
Kennesaw State at Morehead St.
Rice at Tennessee Tech
Purdue at SIUE

Baylor at UT Martin
*Ineligible for postseason play

SIUE Athletics
Upcoming events
Nov. 15
Nov. 17
Nov. 19
Nov. 20
Nov. 23
Nov. 24

WBB at UIC
WBB vs. Purdue
WBB vs. W. Illinois
MBB vs. SIUC
WBB atSMU
WRES vs. Cornell,
Iowa Central, Iowa
at Iowa Duals

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p .m.
7 p .m.
5p.m.
3 p .m.
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The SIUE volleyball team finished its season with a record of 9-18 overall and 5-11 in the Ohio Valley Conference. The Cougars did not quality for the conference tournament. Head Coach Leah Johnson
said the seniors set the bar for the program: 'We are so fortunate that they will forever represent SIUE and our volleyball team.'

I Photo by Briana Collier/ Alestle

y a finishes
season with loss
GABRIEL SIMPSON
Alestle Reporter

The SIDE volleyball team
wrapped up its season Saturday with
a loss to Tennessee State on senior
night at the Vadalabene Center.
The Cougars lost in four sets
25-27, 25-22, 25-20 and 25-13.
SIDE ended its season with an
overall record of9-18. They finished
5-11 in the Ohio Valley Conference
and will not achieve their goal of
making the conference tournament.
However, Junior Cori Harris
believes there is no reason for the
players to hang their heads.
"We obviously didn't get the
results we wanted this season,"
Harris said. ''We just have to use this
year as a learning experience and
know what not to do next year. We
know that we have the potential to
win, so hopefully it will go our way
next season."

Despite the loss, Head Coach
Leah Johnson was happy with how
hard her team played for the seniors.
"Everyone was involved on
every play. There was really good
cohesion on ·the court," Johnson
said. 'That was good to see. I know
that it was out of respect and in
honor of our seniors."
Sophomore Chelsea Colclasure
said the team was playing with extra
motivation.
'This game was more than just
our last game of the season,"
Colclasure said. 'This was the last
game that our seniors were going to
play. We were playing extra hard for
them because they mean so much to
us. We wanted to win for them, but
unfortunately it didn't go our way."
Before the first serve, the
Cougars honored seniors Sammi
Minton, Brooke Smith and Brianne
Graunke. They received flowers and
a video highlight package was

Annual SIUE

c!l{ofuuuj)
arts & crafts

<JaiL
To apply ~ontact MUC Marketing at 818.850.2178

shown on the screen in the gym.
Johnson said this group of
seniors set the bar for the program.
"It is really hard to put into
words what they have meant to this
team," Johnson said. "They are
outstanding students, people and
athletes. We are so fortunate that
they will forever represent SIDE and
our volleyball team."
According to Harris, the
seniors were leaders on and off the
court.
'They were great examples for
us, especially outside of volleyball,"
Harris said. 'They were really good
in the classroom. It is sad to see
them go, but we want to celebrate
their career."

Gabriel Simpson con be reached
at gsimpson@olestlelive.com or
650-3524.
Follow Gabriel @LegendoryGSimp.
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Hall of fame here honors 'Mr. Goalie'
.

JEREMY RUTH ERFORD
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT)

As the shutouts piled up for the
Blues' Brian Elliott and J aroslav Halak
in 2011-12, recollections of Glenn Hall
and Jacques Plante became more
frequent.
Hall and Plante, after all, were the
Blues' first dynamic goaltending duo in
the late 1960s. They specialized in
shutouts, combining for 13 in '68-69,
with Hall accounting for eight.
It stood as a club record for 44
seasons until Elliott and Halak together
totaled 15 shutouts last season.
"Their numbers were unbelievable,
winning the Jennings Trophy (for
allowing the fewest goals in the NHL),"
said Hall, who was among the inductees
Wednesday night at the St. Louis Sports
Hall of Fame dinner at the Millennium
Hotel. "When we won it, it was called
the Vezina, but it really was the
Jennings, which I believe is a team
trophy.
"The style of play we had was so
tremendously complementary to the
goalkeeper. It's so much easier when you
know that the rebounds are going to be
picked up, especially with the type of
defense we had with Bobby Plager,
Barclay Plager, Al Arbour and Noe l
Picard and later Doug Harvey ... the
great, great Doug Harvey.
"Also, it's the coaching. Scotty
Bowman was light years ahead of any
coach I was ever around. Ken
Hitchcock, I coached against him [in
Alberta] after I retired from hockey. He
was so young at that time, I didn't know
ifhe was the stick boy or the trainer. But
he certainly learned the game. The type
of coaching he's doing is similar to what
made the Blues successful in the late
1960s."
Hall, now 81, will be enshrined
tonight in a class that includes the

,1

5.lshi & Jopa"""' Grill

baseball Cardinals' Jim Edmonds, happening," he said. "So when I was
football Cardinals' Jim Hanifan, picked up by St. Louis, Lynn Patrick,
broadcaster Bob Costas, the Rams' who I loved came out along with Sid
Orlando Pace and golf's Ellen Port [Salomon] III and we talked about a
among many others.
contract. All of the sudden they were
Originally, Hall had reservations talking money, and we didn't make a lot
about making the long trip from in those days, so I was very interested in
Alberta, but then decided to attend . coming to St. Louis."
All that Hall did was help backstop
Three generations of Halls, including
son Pat and grandson Ryan, arrived last the Blues to three consecutive Stanley
weekend.
Cup finals, although the format was
Hall spent part of Sunday at an different at that time, pitting the best of
autograph-signing session in Clayton, the "Original Six" teams against the best
while Pat and Ryan were scheduled to of the expansion clubs.
attend the Paul McCartney concert.
"I was retiring because I punished
"Oh, I think that I knew it would be . my body in order to play and I just

I Was retiring because I punished my body in order
to play, and I just thought, 'Well , I had punished the
body long enough .' But I wasn't surprised I could
[still] play well. I always had confidence ...
Glenn Hall
Former St. Louis Blue

the last time to get to St. Louis," Hall
said. "It's always nice to come back. Like
I said, this is a huge honor to be
inducted into the Hall of Fame, it's so
complimentary. But we're also going to
see friends, so it gives us a great
opportunity."
Hall had no idea that his hockey
career would even take him to St. Louis.
After breaking into the NHL in the early
1950s with Detroit, winning a Stanley
Cup with Chicago in 1961 and playing
a record 502 consecutive games over an
eight-year period, Hall planned to retire.
For that reason, the Blackhawks left
him off their protected list when the
league held its six-tea,m expansion draft
in June 1967. The Blues selected Hall
with their first pick, No. 6 overall.
"I didn't even know expansion was

thought, 'Well, I had punished the body
long enough,"' Hall said. "But I wasn't
surprised that I could [still] play well. I
always had confidence."
In the 1968 finals, the inaugural
edition of the Blues was swept by the
heavily favored Montreal Canadiens,
who at the time had already won 14 of
the their NHL-best 24 Stanley Cups.
But in a heavy surprise, the Blues'
margin of defeat in each game was just
one goal, and two of those games ended
in overtime.
"We forced them into playing their
very best," Hall said. "A mediocre game,
they wouldn't have won a mediocre
game against us. They won them, but
they were all close, and they were good
games. We played with emotion .. . we
really, really played well."

.

Or so they thought, Bob Plager
says. After the season, Salomon invited
the players over to watc,h the Stanley
Cup highlights.
"All the games were close and we·hit
some posts, so we're thinking we played
so well," Plager recalled. "But then we're
sitting there watching the film and I lean
over to my brother and I say, 'We
weren't that good. Glenn saved us."'
For his work in the net, Hall was
awarded the Conn Smythe MVP award.
The trophy has been handed out 47
times, and to this day only five
recipients came from the losing team.
"That [trophy] ranks high," Hall
said·. "I was honored more than I should
have been, probably."
In 1968-69, Hall was joined by
Plante and together they were electric,
posting 19 and 18 wins, respectively,
along with their 13 shutouts.
Again, Montreal swept the Blues in
the finals, and Boston did the same the
following season, but the three trips put
the franchise on the map and perhaps
d id more for the NHL.
"I've always said, if the Blues hadn't
represented that division as well , I don't
think expansion would have been nearly
as successful," Hall said.
Hall
finally
announced
his
retirement after the 1970-71 season, and
in 1975, he was elected to the Hockey
Hall of Fame.
"He's a legend of the game," Elliott
said. "Anytime you look back at old
records, or old footage, he's one of the
prominent
guys.
Playing
502
consecutive games, and probably more
than half that without a mask, it's pretty
special. When I got a chance to talk to
him [ at the autograph signing], I was
just taking in as much as I could. He's
just a regular guy."
Alestle Sports can be reached at
sports@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follow @TheAlest/eSport.
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All You

can Eat

Sushi
$1895
Made Fresh
When You Order

10 25 Cent ury Dr ive, Edwardsvllle
{Off Rt. 157 behind Scott. credit Union)

\:~

659-9400

DEMONSTRATIONS

Wed. Nov.14th: 91>.wl 2PM & 1?M~4PM

Thurs. Nov. i5th:9AM~l2P.v.

Sunday, November 18
Monday-Wednesday, November 19-21
Thursday-Friday, November 22-23
Saturday-Sunday, November 24-25

12pm-9pm
6am - 9pm
·CLOSED

Normal Hours

Is the Climbing Gym closed?
You can ctimb in Chimega 's Bouldering Cave located in
the Student Fitness Center, near court 3
Open all hours of facility operation!

CtuTIQUU

Thurs. Nov. 15th: l!'ivh5PM
Friday, November 16
10:45pm
Saturday, November 17
4: l 5pm

East Alton Ice Arena
Free Student Admission

Stay Connected @sluecampusrec

fr

f.:,, 1,;

This everit is
funded wholly or in part
through Student Activity fees

'·

www.alestlelive.com

12 // The Aleslle
-dress & conduct yourself in a
comfortable yet professional way
Off Major Holidays, weekends &
Mondays unless determined in
advance.
Email
carlascleaningservice@gmail.com

ALESTLE

CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE!

FOR RENT

Place your classified ad at a
time convenient for you using
our easy, secure online
interface at
alestlelive.com/classifieds

2 Bedroom Townhouse

BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
10 word minimum for all ads.
20 cents.a word 1-2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents aword 3-4 insertions, per insertion
18 cents aword 5-19 insertions, per
insertion
17 cents aword 20+ insertions, per insertior
Print Extras:
All bold, additional $5
Web Extras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefully as
we cannot offer refunds. Corrections
must be noted on the first day
the ad appears in the newspaper.

Very_ clean. 1.5 baths. 15 minutes
to SIUE and St. Louis. $660mo
includes water, sewer and trash
service. Washer and dryer in unit.
On-site mgr/maint. No pets. No
smoking . 618-931-4700
www.fairway-estates.net
fairwayestates@charter.net

email :

2 and 3 Bedroom Townhomes
2BR 1.5BA $825/month. 3BR 2.5BA
$1260/month.
W/d
hook-up,
microwave, dishwasher, oven/range,
refrigerator. Select units free basic
cable. Pet-friendly. Move-in specials!
Cherry Hills Properties
618-692-9310
cherryhillsleasing@millsproperties.net
2/3 BR FOR RENT
NICEST 2 BR IN TOWN (COULD BE
3 BR): EVERYTHING IS NEW. FULL
KITCHEN WITH ALL APPLICANCES,
WASHER/DRYER INCLUDED. FULL
BATHROOM; 2 LARGE BR'S AND
LIVING ROOM. VERY SAFE ONLY 2
MILES FROM CAMPUS. NEW
CARPET
NEW
WINDOWS,
ELECTRIC ONLY. WATER / TRASH
INCLUDED. MUST SEE. 806-2281
JEFF.
EMAIL
JBECK@AMERICANHOMELENDING
USA.COM

Deadlines:
By noon Monday for Wednesday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com
Aleslle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8 .rm. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

HELP WANTED
Residential Cleaning Crew Memeber
If you are detail oriented, ethical, &
like to have some fun while you work
you might be the person we are
looking for!
Some
Crew
Member
Responsibilities:
-uses products, procedures &
equipment as trained
-able to climb (small ladders),
stretch and reach to access hard to
reach places, and to do so repeatedly
throughout the course of a day
MUST:
-pass a background check
-be able to meet for work on time in
Troy, IL
-communicate with other crew
members
&
team
leader
appropriately

4BR house for rent Edwardsville
$1280/mo Available DEC/JAN1
6month
lease
available
barbeemd@aol.com 636 227-4610

MISCELLANEOUS
Save money on your UTILITIES!
Easy,cost free way of switching
energy providers to save money on
your Ameren Bill.
Contact Scott at 309-838-8163 or
email sebo@siue.edu

PERSONALS
Got a minute? Read the Bible!
FREE ONE-MINUTE BIBLE
www.sowersseed .org/minute.html

Thursday, November 15, 2012

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 It can keep a watch on you
6 Phi follower?
10 Took the bus
14 French fry?
15 Transportation option
16 Carafe kin
17 Quarry for Henry VII l's cat?
19 Word in a boast
20 King of fiction
21 Martin Luther, to Pope Leo X
23 European wine region
25 Bouquet
26 Dutch exporter's forte?
32 The Olympic Australis and
others
33 Slippery
34 Pop-ups, often
37 Hollywood VIP
38 "The Prince of Tides" co-star
40 Bend at a barre
41 LAPD section?
42 Pay stub abbr.
43 Origami staple
44 New Orleans campus sign
during spring break?
47 Way up
50 Desperate
51 Horns in
54 Puts in a lower position
59 Melville's "grand, ungodly,
god-like man"
60 Garb for a private pupil?
62 Two after do
63 Go like mad
64 Pitched
perfectly
65 It's pitched
66 Strong arms
67 Racket
DOWN
1 Former fleet
2 Tense
3 Boorish
4 Sitting on
5 Noncommittal response
6 "The Tenant of Wildfell Hall"
author Anne
7 Seine flower
8 Addams family nickname
9 T award shelter
10 Put on a pedestal
11 Have an outstanding loan
from
12 Durable fabric
13 Evergreen shrub
18 Muddle

2

3

4

5

14

6

7

8

12

9

15

17

20

32

37
41

51

59
62

67

65
By Marti DuGuay-Carpenter

22 Risque
24 Swift 's birthplace
26 Drudgery
27 Prom night style
28 Myanmar neighbor
29 Bugged?
30 Spot checker?
31
-de-France
34 Melodramatic moan
35 Wine partner
36 Word with poppy or top
38 Zilch
39 Andean tuber
40 Arnie or Tiger, e.g.
42 Roll up
43 South Carolina university
44 Gossip morsel
45 Down sources
46 First Nations tribe
47 Sting
48 Chuckle relative
49 Not worth
52 Words of reproach, and a
hint to how the four longest
puzzle answers are formed
53 "The Highway
to India"

10/25/12 Puzzle Solved

canal
55 "That's
terrible!"
56 · torch
57 Cockney toast starter
58 Ocular
nuisance
61 Clavell's
"_-Pan"

Check Ol!lt the site
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for YOUNG ADl:JLTS

COLLEGE STUDENTS

3(), da:y tt-~limited tans or 8 visits $19.99
.

.

Yo/id school /0 must be presented
., TEEN TANS

.,ll tans every day for students • MysJic

' . ! 1 week unlimited in bronzing1>eds

.
bl monthly prizes like a
Enter to w,n vaw
lU?, Jorv and more!
laptop, "'
It's I f
c tc
)

Valid school /0 must be presented, Ages 14-19 • Under 18 must
J3 Junction Drive Ste. A • Glen Carbon, ,L62()34

·(618) 656-8266 f
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Visit www.scu.org for a list of
branch locations.
alton
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